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Welcome note from the Editor
Hello and welcome to the latest edition of the Archaeology Special Interest Group newsletter. Once again we
have an exciting series of contributions for our readers covering several techniques and study areas. In our first
article, Geert Verhoeven describes a method for orthorectification using a fast, accurate and cost effective
solution to great point cloud data of comparable quality to laser scanned data.
Louise Barker, Oliver Davis and Toby Driver describe how lidar survey was applied to Skomer Island
enhancing the archaeological record known from aerial photographs, providing clarity of location and precision
mapping of features for this site of historical and environmental significance.
This newsletter we are fortunate to have two student profiles detailing recent research being undertaken
both in the UK and Europe. Jack Hanson provides a summary of his MSc work testing the application of lidar
data to the archaeology of 20th century conflict. In a view from Poland, Roman Brejcha, Michal Pisz and Piotr
Wroniecki introduce their research developing a low-cost multisensory survey project with big ambitions.
The ArchSIG committee would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who made last year’s SIG
session at the RSPSoc conference such a success. We would like to make the Archaeology session an annual
event so please remember to put forward your abstracts for Greenwich 2012 (http://www.rspsoc2012.org/).
We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter and strongly encourage you to participate in the next one either
with a short article (see Call for Contributions below) or with news of forthcoming events.

Rebecca Bennett
on behalf of ArchSIG Steering Group
Chris Brooke, Paul Bryan, Keith Challis and Danny Donoghue
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Call for contributions
ArchSIG is looking for contributions for the next issue (Summer 2012). These should be introductory
articles with text (up to 500 words) and an image which give a flavour of your current research in remote
sensing techniques for archaeology and heritage management. We are looking for a diverse range of topics
from visualisation to mapping and imagery along with more technical studies, at a scale ranging from landscape
to artefact.
The newsletter provides an excellent way to introduce your research to other archaeological remote
sensing specialists. The editors welcome all expressions of interest as it is intended to issue the newsletter
quarterly.
Contributions should consist of the following:
text (circa 500 words),
images (300dpi in jpeg or png format)
your contact details.
Please send your articles to Rebecca Bennett (rbennett@bournemouth.ac.uk) for inclusion.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Society ArchSIG does not claim to have a unified view; this
newsletter provides a forum and therefore any views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the
editors.
Copyright is retained by the authors. Members are encouraged to contact authors directly should they have
any comments about any article.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Getting computer vision airborne – using Structure from Motion for
accurate orthophoto production
Geert Verhoeven,
Department of Archaeology, Ghent University, Belgium
Geert.Verhoeven@UGent.be
Before aerial images can be used to map partly eroded and sub-surface archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental features, they need to be georeferenced. This process assigns spatial information to the
imagery to explicitly define their location and rotation in respect to a specific Earth-related coordinate frame.
Although it is sensu stricto not covered by its definition, georeferencing often involves the necessary steps to
remove the geometrical deformations induced by the topographical relief, the tilt of the camera axis and the
distortion of the optics so that each image pixel is placed on its true location on the Earth’s surface. To do this,
several approaches and software solutions exist, ranging from cheap and simple methods (such as planar
rectification and polynomial correction) to rigorous ortho-correction procedures embedded in expensive
photogrammetric packages. Thanks to recent advances in the fields of computer vision and photogrammetry as
well as the improvements in computer processing power, it is currently possible to generate orthophotos of
aerial imagery in a fast, accurate and cost-effective manner.
In a first phase, the method uses a technique called Structure from Motion (SfM; Ullman, 1979). In essence,
SfM allows the reconstruction of three-dimensional scene geometry and the exact position of the cameras
during image acquisition from a sequence of images captured by a camera moving around the scene (Szeliski,
2011 – Figure A1). To do so, SfM relies on algorithms that detect feature points for each image (Figure A2) and
subsequently tries to match those 2D points throughout the image series (Figure A3). Using these obtained
point correspondences SfM computes the locations of those feature points and renders them as a sparse 3D
point cloud that represents the structure of the scene in a local coordinate frame (Figure B). As SfM greatly
depends on the accurate knowledge of camera positions and calibration parameters, estimating the latter is
also one of the core components in the whole process (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003 – Figure 1B). At this stage,
the reconstruction is still expressed in a local coordinate framework. To transform the camera positions and
point cloud into an absolute coordinate system, a Helmert similarity transformation using at least three ground
control points with known altitude values is applied.
Recently, SfM has received a great deal of attention due to the freely available Bundler, Microsoft’s
Photosynth and Autodesk’s Project Photofly (now called 123D Catch). Besides, commercial SfM solutions are
also available (such as AgiSoft’s PhotoScan or Pix4D’s cloud processing software). Most of these software
solutions also come with additional functionality to yield a dense representation of the scene’s surface
geometry using one or more multi-view stereo (MVS) algorithms. Because such dense MVS solutions operate on
the pixel values instead of on the feature points (Seitz et al., 2006), this additional step enables the generation
of detailed three-dimensional point clouds or triangular meshes (Figure C).
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Figure 1– All individual workflow steps used to create an orthophotograph from the 2nd century AD amphitheatre
of the civil Roman town of Carnuntum. (A1) displays two out of the forty digital photographs used; (A2) indicates
the feature points that were detected in those images and (A3) the matches found between those feature points.
(B) shows the sparse point cloud and the camera positions provided by the SfM solution. After the dense
reconstruction stage, a DSM is created (C). Using all these data, an orthophotograph (D) can be generated. All aerial
images were acquired at the end of March 2011 around 9.30 h using a radio-controlled Microdrone md4-1000
quadrocopter and an Olympus PEN E-P2 (a 12.3 megapixel mirrorless Micro Four Thirds camera) equipped with an
Olympus M.Zuiko Digital 17 mm f/2.8 lens.
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When working with aerial images, the resulting model can be considered a digital surface model (DSM): a
numerical representation of the topography and all its imposed structures. As is known from conventional
orthorectification, such a dense DSM is elementary when one wants to generate true orthophotos. Since all
necessary information is available, a detailed and accurate orthophotograph can now be produced (Figure D).
Although the presented algorithms are best run on high-spec computers, they offer the enormous
advantage that there are just a few prerequisites: a sufficient number of sharp images covering the scene and at
least three GCPs to pin down the reconstruction. Besides, only a minimal technical knowledge and user
interaction are required. However, it has to be stressed that the method is not applicable for an individual
image and the SfM step can fail when dealing with blurred, noisy, badly exposed and very dissimilar
photographs. For a more elaborate overview, accuracy assessment and multiple examples of this orthophoto
procedure applied on aerial archaeological imagery, consider Verhoeven et al. (2012a, 2012b). Additionally,
research by Doneus et al. (2011) proved how well this method holds up when compared with terrestrial laser
scanning in an excavation context.
Doneus, M., Verhoeven, G., Fera, M., Briese, Ch., Kucera, M., Neubauer, W. 2011. From deposit to point cloud – A study
of low-cost computer vision approaches for the straightforward documentation of archaeological excavations. Proceedings
of the XXIIIrd International CIPA Symposium, Prague, Czech Republic, September 12 - 16, 2011.
Hartley, R. and Zisserman, A., 2003. Multiple view geometry in computer vision. 2nd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
Seitz, S.M., Curless, B., Diebel, J., Scharstein, D., Szeliski, R., 2006. A Comparison and Evaluation of Multi-View Stereo
Reconstruction Algorithms, in: 2006 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Volume 1 (CVPR'06). IEEE: Washington, pp. 519–528.
Szeliski, R., 2011. Computer vision. Algorithms and applications. Springer, New York.
Ullman, S., 1979. The interpretation of structure from motion. Proceedings of the Royal Society of London B 203, 405–
426.
Verhoeven, G., Doneus, M., Briese, C., Vermeulen, F., 2012a. Mapping by matching - A computer vision-based approach
to fast and accurate georeferencing of archaeological aerial photographs. Journal of Archaeological Science. (in press)
Verhoeven, G., Taelman, D., Vermeulen, F., 2012b. Computer vision-based orthophoto mapping of complex
archaeological sites: the ancient quarry of Pitaranha (Portugal-Spain). Archaeometry. (in press)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Recent Work by The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historic
Monuments of Wales Using Aerial Photography, Lidar and Ground
Survey To Explore The Archaeology of Skomer Island, Pembrokeshire
Louise Barker, Oliver Davis and Toby Driver
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales
oliver.davis@rcahmw.gov.uk
Skomer Island, located off the south-western coast of Pembrokeshire, is a National Nature Reserve, a
Marine Nature Reserve and a Scheduled Ancient Monument, famed for its bird life and puffins, and its relict
prehistoric agricultural landscape is among the best preserved anywhere in the British Isles.
Two major archaeological surveys have examined the island in the twentieth century, in the 1940s and
1980s. The first was by Professor W.F. Grimes who produced an archaeological map, based on a transcription
from a set of Ordnance Survey aerial photographs, checked and augmented by detailed survey on the ground.
Forty years later Professor J.G. Evans complemented and built upon this earlier work by recording in detail
small enclosures and habitation sites from ground survey. He also expanded the archaeological map from
transcription of vertical aerial photographs supplied by Cambridge University and oblique aerial photographs
taken by Terry James, then of the Dyfed Archaeological Trust. Evans argued for a simple prehistory of Skomer
since in his opinion the fields and farms showed little complexity and may have been built, settled and entirely
abandoned in no more than a century.
However, aerial survey in March 2008 by Toby Driver of the RCAHMW in low light, and with compacted
vegetation after a heavy frost, yielded a new collection of images that revealed discrepancies with the mapped
detail. Mapped field shapes were generalised, altered, wrongly depicted or had details ‘smoothed out’ when
compared to the new aerial images. In other places the excellent conditions in which the new photographs had
been taken picked out extremely denuded lynchets and boundaries showing clear phasing among overlapping
field systems. This suggested a more complex history of the island and provided the stimulus for new
fieldwork and survey by the RCAHMW to examine the archaeology and historic land-use of Skomer.
Skomer has no large grazing animals and so the vegetation is dominated by coarse tussocky grass. A field
visit in August 2010 revealed that this formed a kind of fescue mattress effectively obscuring much of the
archaeology and making it difficult to map features from aerial photographs. Therefore, in February 2011 the
RCAHMW commissioned a LiDAR survey of the island in order to identify the full extent of the surviving
earthworks.
The results of the survey have been staggering, revealing hitherto unknown complexity to the field systems
and clear phasing of boundaries, particularly within the interior of the island. A first season of fieldwork in
April 2011 began the process of ground-truthing these new discoveries, but also undertaking a more nuanced
ground survey of the surviving remains.
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Digital surface model generated LiDAR image of Skomer (top) and interpretation (bottom). (Copyright Reserved,
Environment Agency Geomatics Group; hillshade DSM view generated by RCAHMW. Map based upon Ordnance
Survey mapping: Crown Copyright and database right 2009. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number
100022206)
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A typological study for the settlement in the north of the island confirmed that Skomer’s field systems are
complex and long-lived. The variety of boundary types is notable and there are many subdivisions. The low
banks of stone and earth have many different forms and characteristics, and individual boundaries do not have
a consistent character throughout their length. What appears to be a single coherent boundary from the air may
on the ground comprise a composite of varying build and type, and suggests a succession of phases of
expansion, contraction and abandonment.
Further ground survey is planned to complete the typological study of the island’s field systems, and we
hope to undertake targeted excavation for environmental and dating evidence, and test the use of geophysical
survey techniques. Skomer still has many archaeological secrets to be revealed.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

UK Student Research Profile - Airborne remote sensing for the
assessment of landscapes of 20th century conflicts
Jack Hanson, Birmingham University
jackwilliamhanson@gmail.com
Recent decades have witnessed an increasing appreciation that conflicts of the twentieth-century continue
to impact upon the contemporary landscape in both physical and ethereal manners. These landscapes often
possess an emotional resonance established from decades of experience, remembrance and commemoration,
representing the fossilised manifestations of historic trauma, the legacies of which continue to strongly
influence the socio-cultural environments of the modern day. Our fascination with such sites, many of which
symbolize the most defining and influential moments of the era, is strongly reflected in their popularity as
components of a ‘dark heritage’ in a public and increasingly academic context; thus, necessitating their
consideration as archaeological assets of particular cultural significance.
This research, undertaken as part of Masters degree at the University of Birmingham, aimed to critically
examine the potential application of LiDAR upon militarised landscapes in order to assess whether the
technique’s considerable contributions to the understanding of landscapes of the more ancient past can be
repeated within a contemporary context. Four case studies were selected in order to examine the application of
airborne remote sensing techniques across a broad selection of the numerous and diverse monuments which
comprise our military heritage. LiDAR data was sourced from the Environment Agency supplemented by an
additional dataset kindly provided by Rebecca Bennett of the University of Bournemouth. The data was
processed with hillshading and slope analysis and further enhanced through the application of principal
component analysis to the various derivatives. The data was integrated within the ArcGIS software package
with additional data-sets including digitised historic RAF aerial imagery and orthophotography.
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The extant segment of the anti-tank ditch and associated slit trenches within Hog Wood,
Bath and North-East Somerset

This research displayed that the incorporation of LiDAR data into the assessment of contemporary military
archaeology can be of a significant benefit towards our understanding of well known sites, our management of
under-appreciated landscapes, and the
identification
pertaining

of

to

subtle

features

previously

unknown

military activity. In addition, it has
highlighted

the

extent

to

which

numerous militarised landscapes of the
recent past are largely neglected and
under-valued

in

spite

of

their

considerable cultural significance and
research potential. While the landscapes
and features of defence dominate the
abundance of literary historic studies of
twentieth-century conflict, there is great
scope for the archaeological evaluation
of the material remnants of military
industry or confinement amongst the
many other less celebrated facets of
conflict.
The remnants of Featherstone Park PoW camp, Northumberland,
detected from the LiDAR survey
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In truth, the budget restrictions inherent in many Masters projects has limited this study to only
highlighting the potential use of LiDAR in such contexts. There are however numerous landscapes of twentieth
century conflict of which our understanding and management of could be dramatically improved with the
application of the technique. The tragic prevalence of warfare throughout the preceding century has physically
scarred our landscapes to extents rarely seen in human history, leaving distinctive archaeological features
across vast locales in contexts ideal for examination utilising airborne prospection techniques. With PhD
applications pending, it is hoped that this can be realised in the not-so-distant future.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

International Student Research Profile - Multi-approach non-destructive
survey in Western Lesser Poland
Roman Brejcha, University of West Bohemia in Pilsen (Czech Republic)
Michal Pisz, University of Warsaw (Poland)
Piotr Wroniecki, University of Warsaw (Poland)
piotr.wroniecki@gmail.com
As has been emphasized many times, integrated approaches to archaeological prospection are necessary to
generate reliable information for understanding and management of archaeological sources (see e.g. Cowley
2011, 51). Although individual techniques can have significant impact and potential, without coordination and
integration these highly effective tools of landscape archaeology will confined to piecemeal application without
exploitation their various capabilities. As the case study from the Western Lesser Poland region, we would like
to show how the decision process of non-destructive methods influenced their efficiency and mutual
complementarity. Our project was established as a voluntary initiative, there is no funding from any institution.
The research group consists of students (or fresh graduates) of Archaeology from University of Warszaw and
University of West Bohemia in Pilsen. We use our own technical instruments, open source software and free
accessible internet services.
Applied survey strategy can be divided into 2 groups: prospection and verification methods.
First group includes:
•

Free archival imagery – analyzing free data from Google Earth and Polish Geoportal is most
often the first step of remote sensing method which helps to obtain a conception of investigated
territory and simplify the categorization process during the aerial survey.

•

Aerial reconnaissance – using polish two-seat high-wing ultra light aircraft 3Xtrim.
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In the middle is the application of:
•

Total station with integrated GPS system – which is used for precise topographic measurement
in order to obtain points of reference for imagery rectification or for creating DTM.

The verification methods consist of:
•

Low-altitude remote sensing platforms - flowform kite and helium balloon compatible with
Canon 550D camera using AeroSurveyor1 system produce high quality ortho-rectified maps

•

Geophysical survey – geomagnetic measurements in grid 1 m x 0,25 m and resistivity in 1 x 1 m,
using instruments: fluxgate gradiometer Bartington Grad601-Dual and ADA Elmes Resistivity
Meter for verification and specification of previously obtained data

The investigated area is delimitated geomorphologically by natural borders of Miechów Upland (963 km²,
altitude 200 – 400m) situated in Western Lesser Poland. Broken terrain relief with numerous hills formed by
chalk marls, covered by loess formations and valleys with accumulated miocenic clays is typical for this
mezoregion. From the point of view of geophysical methods the presence of loess is an advantage, because this
kind of eolian sediment is non-magnetic but on the other hand it is highly liable to erosion (see Fu et al. 2009)
which causes many geological anomalies and therefore it makes geophysical interpretation more complicated.
Typical land use of this region is ploughed cultivation which has caused the destruction of cultural layers and
upper parts of features, but on the other hand it has exposed deeply sunken features to the surface and turned
over lower materials which could be well visible as soilmarks and produce surface finds available for surface
collection survey.

Figure 1: magnetic survey of the – Marchocice prehistoric hillfort
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Since 2009, when we started process of systematical categorization of Eastern Miechów Upland area by
using free archival vertical images, a series of successive non destructive methods have been applied on
selected landscape components. In order to verify the first few discoveries a small scale aerial survey was
organized with the help of professional pilot and archaeologist Krzysztof Wieczorek. Four flights were carried
out using ultra-light aircraft spanning a total of 14 flight hours (during mid-June 2010 and at the beginning of
July 2011) resulting in the discovery of over 300 crop mark clusters. Three chosen components were the
subject of additional intense field activities. On the first of them – Marchocice we managed to verify linear
features, visible as soil marks on satellite and kite images, thanks to magnetic measurements (fig.1) (over 1000
maculae appeared as well). On the basis of those results, subsequent artefact surface survey and the fact that
site is situated on an exposed hill, the interpretation (fig. 2) of a fortified prehistoric (probably Bronze Age)
stronghold has risen. Another fortified prehistoric stronghold was discovered near Obrażejowice with an open
settlement and possibly 5 round barrows areal situated nearby the hillfort. The last component is a group of 5
rounded shape features (10 – 20 m in diameter) seems to be of possible funerary purposes near Racławice. All
of obtained data was vectorised and georeferenced in QuantumGIS and by this way is progressively being
constructed a comprehensive GIS based database of the Miechów Upland ancient landscape.

Figure 2: Interpretation of the features identified by each non-destructive technique – Marchocice prehistoric
hillfort
Cowley, D. 2011: Remote sensing for archaeology and heritage management – site discovery, interpretation and
registration. In: Cowley (ed.) Remote sensing for archaeology and heritage management. EAC Occasional Paper No. 5,
Brussels, 43 – 55.
Fu, B. J., Wang, Y. F., Lu, Y. H., He, C. S., Chen, L. D., Song, C. J. 2009: The effects of land-use combinations on soil erosion:
a case study in the Loess Plateau of China. Progress in Physical Geography, vol. 33, 793-804.
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Announcements / Notices
This section will announce upcoming conferences, meetings, seminars. If you have an item for inclusion in
the next issue please send details to the editor.

26-30 March

CAA UK 2012

Southampton, UK

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/caa2012/
18th-20th April

IFA Annual Conference “Partnership Working”

Oxford, UK

http://www.archaeologists.net/conferences
June

Debating Spatial Archaeology - International Workshop on Landscape
and Spatial Analysis in Archaeology

Santander, Spain

http://www.spatialarchaeology.unican.es/
28th -30th June

Interface
http://www.interface2012.org.uk/

9th -13th July

Summer School “Measured survey for cultural heritage”
Contact chss@english-heritage.org.uk

12th-14th
September

RSPSoc Annual conference “ Changing how we view the world”

13th -15th
September

Aerial Archaeology Research Group annual conference

19th -22nd
September

Advances in Remote Sensing for Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
Management

Wrest Park,
Silsoe,
Bedfordshire, UK
Greenwich, UK

http://www.rspsoc2012.org/

http://www.univie.ac.at/aarg/php/cms/Next-AARG-Events/aarg2012-budapest

Budapest,
Hungary

Ghent, Belgium

http://www.earsel2012.ugent.be/
24th-27th
September

SPIE Remote Sensing 2012

Edinburgh, UK

http://spie.org/remote-sensing-europe.xml?WT.mc_id=RCal-ERSW
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